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participants.2. Literary Heroin (Gluttony):Isobel's fanfiction dream comes true when Edwin and Jacobus materialize out of thin air. But the two hunks secretly
The Torah Codes Ezra Barany 2011-03-29 From the internationally bestselling author Ezra Barany comes this award-winning Jewish version of The Da Vinci

have the hots for each other...3. The Champion (Sloth):A gaming addict attempts to win at life when he meets his match and marries a fellow gamer.4. "I'm

Code. A reclusive computer programmer Nathan Yirmorshy pounds out ones and zeros in the quiet of his home while his landlord secretly watches behind a

Pretty" (Envy):A beautiful reality TV star indulges a new obsession when she rekindles an old flame.5. Poor Little Rich Dude (Greed):A young man leaves his

two-way mirror. When an intercepted note connects the landlord to a secret society, and a detective ends up dead, Nathan must abandon his home and

lover behind when a winning lottery ticket transforms his life.6. Heart's Blood (Anger):A student plots to annihilate the cheating player that broke her former

everything familiar to him, open his heart to a tarot reader he has never met, and trust her with his life-just as the ancient scriptures have foretold.

tutor's heart.7. Never Gonna Give [You] Up (Pride):A supermodel's 7-year marriage breaks down when her musician husband tires of being in the shadow of

Teen Guide to Sex and Relationships Matt Posner 2012-05-01 Teen Guide answers the important and confusing questions young people have about their

her spotlight. * * * REVIEWS: "Smart and articulate."-- Cliff Burns @ Black Dog Press"Devilishly delicious."-- Horror Author, Andy Love | Review on "The Devilin

bodies and their hearts. It's an advice book from two authors who care about young people and want to help them work through the tough issues that will be on

Fey""Great characters and a fascinating look at today's culture."-- Kipp Poe | Review on "The Intern" (YA Sins07, Lust)

their minds as they move through an emotionally complex time of their lives. Every question is answered in a conversational way, as if the author were sitting

Call The Shots Don Calame 2013-04-01 Since his girlfriend broke up with him last summer, Sean's been on a starvation diet where girls are concerned.

next to you speaking from the heart. Co-authored by Matt Posner and Jess C Scott.

However, he's got other things on his mind. Like how to stop the soon-to-be-born family addition from stealing his room and making him share with his evil twin

4 Girlfriends Attilio Gambedotti 2006 The artist of the best-selling Room-Mates is back with a series of searing hot stories of four gorgeous girlfriends who aren't

sister. When Coop suggests making a cheap-ass horror film to bring in the bucks he's a bit sceptical, but Coop is nothing if not persuasive . . . 'Zonkey!' (a tale

afraid to get their feet very wet. Gambedotti's talent at depicting irresistibly cute girls with curvy figures in the abandon of ecstasy only gets better with this new

of 'half-man, half-monkey drones that mutate into hairy uncontrollable zombie-monsters with a thirst for human blood') is born. Join Coop, Sean and Matt in this

series.

hilarious sequel to SWIM THE FLY and BEAT THE BAND.

Documentary Erik Barnouw 1993 Presents a history of the documentary film

The Devilin Fey Jess C. Scott 2010-07-31 A paranormal romance novella of two stories, featuring an incubus and succubus. Story #1 features a demure young

Frankie and Joely Nova Weetman 2015-07-01 A magnetic young adult novel about friendship, rivalry and new love. Frankie and Joely are best friends. They

woman unleashing the "devil in" her, through the intimacy with an incubus. Story #2 features a voyeuristic succubus driven by jealousy and a dangerous

love each other like no one else can. It’s summer and, together, the girls are escaping the city and their mums for a week of freedom in the country. But when

fixation. GENRE: Paranormal Romance / Urban Fantasy / 33,000 words REVIEWS: "Devilishly delicious." - Horror Author, Andy Love "I really enjoyed this story

Joely introduces Frankie to her country cousins, Thommo and Mack, it soon becomes clear that something other than the heat is getting under their skin. As

of an incubus and the woman he transforms...the author really hits her stride in paranormal stories." - Review @ Bitten by Books "A very passionate and strong

the temperature rises, local boy Rory stirs things up even more and secrets start to blister. Will they still be ‘Frankie and Joely’ by the end of their holiday?

paranormal love story that ignites the feeling of intimate sensation that heats up the room. [The pages] were filled with passion, adventure, mystery and a love

Catch your breath on this original novel from an unflinchingly honest Australian voice.

that pulls at the heart strings." - Review @ Addicted To Romance EXCERPT: There, on the rocks, was a figure-my real stranger. I had no proof, no validation.

I Am Leaper

The blood in my veins knew he was the one. He had spiked short hair on the top, a soft kind of faux hawk. Some sleek, longer strands reached the base of his

Danger Girl J. Scott Campbell 2002-01-25 Vacations are never normal when you're a Danger Girl Danger Girl; Odd Jobs includes four thrilling tales of Danger

neck. He was also shirtless, but the thing that caught my attention, that made me do a double-take, was what appeared to be a pair of wings on this pale

Girl and the team's odd Job adventures. In the first tale, Danger Girl; Hawailan Punch, a simple, relaxing trip ends in trouble when DG Ally Johnny Baracuda is

figure's back. A pair of ashen-grey, draconic wings. They came up slightly over his shoulders, and the tips were folded across the small of his back. It was a

kidnapped in an attempt to take over the world -- one amusement part at a time? Then, in the second story, Prince Akoo is using the Jewel of Eternity to steal

beautiful night. The waves were gently washing in upon the shore. And there this pristine figure calmly sat. ABOUT THE AUTHOR: Jess writes

the lives of his Las Vegas casino guests. Can Abbey and Sydney snag the Jewel before computer whiz Silicon Valerie dies of old age before she even gets the

edgy/contemporary fiction (and is an English/Business senior at Adams State College). Her literary work has appeared in a diverse range of publications, such

chance to gamble legally? Viva Las Danger When the Danger Girls go undercover as the Mod Bods, they get another chance to defeat their old enemy, the

as Word Riot, ITCH Magazine, and The Battered Suitcase. The Devilin Fey is a novella which features in 4: Play.

Peach. But as anyone who watched TV in the '70s can tell you, when the villain traps you in a giant pie-crust, things look grim for the good gals And finally, we

Feed Me Vegan Lucy Watson 2017-09-07 BEST VEGAN COOKBOOK WINNER IN THE PETA VEGAN FOOD AWARDS 2017 Packed with comforting, easy-to-

all know that kids grow up too fast, but Val thinks she just needs to grow a little faster... Left behind from one mission too many, she imagines her life as a

make and totally delicious recipes, Feed Me Vegan shows you can be vegan and still have your cake (and mac and cheese, and lasagne, and pancakes) and

Danger Girl -- savage-er than Sydney, bossier than Deuce, bustier than Abbey?

eat it. Passionate vegan Lucy Watson has you covered with tempting meals from breakfast to supper - as well as all the sweet treats and snacks you need in

The Intern (Sins07, Lust / Seven Deadly Sins Series) Jess C. Scott 2011-03 Book #1 (Lust) in Jess C Scott's Sins07 "seven deadly sins" series-a teenage

between! Enough to turn the head of even the most dedicated carnivore, Feed Me Vegan is full of tasty, satisfying vegan fare which will have everyone asking

version of Dirty Dancing meets Punk'd. * * * Summary: Suzie Quinn, smart kid and closet dance enthusiast, travels with a classmate to a world-class city for an

for seconds. Whether you're already a full-time vegan, considering making the switch or just trying to cut down on meats, fish and dairy, this book is sure to

internship program. She finds herself undeniably attracted to the suave hip-hop instructor, Jo.Zee, who recruits her into a dance fitness DVD he is producing.

add new favourite recipes to your repertoire. Recipes Include: · Fry-Up · French Toast with Spiced Plums · Cauliflower Wings · Mushroom Mac and Cheese ·

When Suzie sees (or thinks she sees) the real Jo.Zee, she has to decide if she will trust him...or her instincts. * * * More Info @ http:

Ultimate Cheeseburger · Pad Thai · Oreo Thickshake · Chocolate Fudge Cake · Hot Cinnamon Jam Doughnuts · Miso Aubergine and Mushroom Gyoza

//www.jessink.com/sins07_lust.htm

The Intern Jess C. Scott 2010-08-19 A 17-year-old intern must choose between trusting an irresistibly suave dance instructor â€ or her instincts * * * Book #1

Bad Romance Jess C. Scott 2012-04-18 SUMMARY: A pop culture inspired short story collection which links star-crossed lovers to each of the seven deadly

(Lust) in Jess C Scott "s SINS07 Sseven deadly sins series. * * * By author/artist/non-conformist, Jess C Scott. This is the full version of the first novel in the

sins.* * *SYNOPSIS: Murder, intrigue...vengeance.Lovers whose relationships are doomed to fail.Lust | Gluttony | Sloth | Envy | Greed | Anger | PrideBad

series.

Romance delivers a crazy delicious double whammy, with the intertwined themes of star-crossed lovers and The Seven Deadly Sins. Eat your heart

Teen Guide to Sex and Relationships Jess C Scott SUMMARY: What is Teen Guide to Sex and Relationships? It's a book that answers the important and

out.GENRE: Fiction (pop culture / contemporary / dark humor)Disclaimer: This is a work of fiction. All characters depicted in this work of fiction are 18 years of

confusing questions young people have about their bodies and their hearts. It's an advice book from two authors who care about young people and want to

age or older.* * *STORY SUMMARIES:1. Blind Leading Another (Lust):A high-schooler getting gangbanged is unaware her secret crush is one of the

help them work through the tough issues that will be on their minds as they move through an emotionally complex time of their lives. Every question is
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answered in a conversational way, as if the author were sitting next to you speaking from the heart. Co-authored by Matt Posner and Jess C Scott. GENRE:

Urban Fantasy / Cyberpunk / YA with adult crossover appealREVIEW: "Dear Jess: You are a very good writer - I like your plotting, your concept, the

Teen Health/Sexuality | 70,000 words * Teen Guide is the #1 "Sex Education" Book on Amazon! (#1 in Kindle eBooks > Issues > Sex Education | 15 June

characters...pretty much everything. You are very gifted." - Dr. Uwe Stender, 2010

2013) * Teen Guide is 2012 #1 Non-Fiction Book on Turning Pages! (#1 Readers' Choice, Turning Pages | 29 Jan 2013) * Teen Guide is available in public

Decisión Crucial CARLOS CUAUHTÉMOC SÁNCHEZ 2014-09-18 Uziel no sabe qué carrera profesional estudiar. Se toma un tiempo para pensar y busca un

libraries nationwide (U.S.)! (WORLDCAT Database | August 2013)

empleo. Se involucra en prácticas de corrupción y termina en la cárcel; viviendo la peor pesadilla de su vida, reflexiona en los errores que cometió y va

Don't You Forget About Me Cecily Von Ziegesar 2007-06-28 Filled with drama, this latest installment details the provocative adventures of New York City's most

descubriendo terribles secretos de su pasado. Rodeado de ratas, a punto de morir, sabe que debe tomar una decisión urgente. Ésta es una novela hipnótica,

prestigious private school young adults, including the Upper East Side's most glamorous debutantes.

de enigmas y acelerado suspenso. Los protagonistas son jóvenes que planean su futuro y se encuentran con dilemas de importancia vital. Contiene también

EyeLeash: A Blog Novel (teenage memoir) Jess C. Scott 2009-07-14 Jade Ashton is a sassy virgin. In her blog, she vents about "fitting in" a superficial world.

un análisis de profesiones, indispensable para elegir una carrera o cambiar de empleo, así como diez pruebas fundamentales que nos ayudarán a descubrir

Suddenly all logic flies out the window when she meets Novan: the former geek, who's morphed into a delicious songwriter-musician. EyeLeash captures self-

nuestras habilidades y talentos. Leer este libro es una decisión crucial que puede cambiar la vida de cualquier JOVEN o adulto.

discovery in the 2000s, and showcases the intricate drama in two youths' relentless search for themselves--and what's really in their hearts.

My Inner Goddess Jess C. Scott 2012-07-31 When literature student Bell-Ana Steale goes to interview the dazzlingly rich/powerful/handsome Christiano

38 and Pregnant Heradiani & Adhitya Pattisahusiwa 2018-07-16 With all the warnings against women being pregnant after 35, I started to observe people who

Gaynaldo (i.e. "Big G"), she encounters an Edward Cullenesque obsessive lover who she instantly desires as Her Man. Shocked yet thrilled by Gaynaldo's

are pregnant during the late age. I cursed myself for not having this urge when I was 30, not a couple of years away from 40. Well, Nicole Kidman was

kinky erotic tastes, Bell-Ana's inner goddess is primally driven by the all-consuming need to be with a dominant Dark Knight who will make her feel complete.

having her first baby at 41, but obviously Im not a Hollywood starlet with an army of top-notch doctors and babysitters. Or should I opt for adoption instead?

As Big G's dark secrets from the past are uncovered, Bell-Ana must decide for herself how far she's willing to go and how much she's willing to risk. Can love

The Zona Nathan L. Yocum 2012-02 It started with the Storms.The world got too hot too fast. The weather wrecked Hell on man's shiny, pretty civilization. With

really conquer all? Cool, cunning, and intelligently amusing, My Inner Goddess is a devious satire that explores how far we're willing to go to answer the

the heat and wet came bugs, with bugs came new diseases, and man's numbers and sanity dwindled.The survivors reformed governments like petty shadows

question.

of the world's old empires. They sought answers and justifications, they sought redemption for what they perceived as man's holy smiting.Welcome to the

The Red Sheet Mia Kerick 2014-02-20 One October morning, high school junior Bryan Dennison wakes up a different person—helpful, generous, and

Arizona Reformed Theocracy, otherwise called The Zona.Here the Church rules with power absolute. The laws are simple, all sin is punished swiftly. Preachers

chivalrous—a person whose new admirable qualities he doesn’t recognize. Stranger still is the urge to tie a red sheet around his neck like a cape. Bryan soon

enforce the Church's words like old West lawmen.But what happens when a Preacher refuses to kill? What happens when men of honor take a stand against

realizes this compulsion to wear a red cape is accompanied by more unusual behavior. He can’t hold back from retrieving kittens from tall trees, helping little

their rulers?

old ladies cross busy streets, and defending innocence anywhere he finds it. Shockingly, at school, he realizes he used to be a bully. He’s attracted to the

The Other Side of Life (Cyberpunk Elven Trilogy, Book 1, Pre-Final Version) Jess C. Scott 2010-12-20 Book 1 (Pre-Final Version), the first of Jess C Scott "s

former victim of his bullying, Scott Beckett, though he has no memory of Scott from before “the change.” Where he’d been lazy in academics, overly

Cyberpunk Elven Trilogy. * * * Summary: A thieving duo "s world turns upside down when an Elven rogue uncovers the heinous dealings of a megacorporation.

aggressive in sports, and socially insecure, he’s a new person. And although he can recall behaving egotistically, he cannot remember his motivations.

* Genre: Urban Fantasy / Elf Punk / Cyberpunk. * * * By author/artist/non-conformist, Jess C Scott.

Everyone, from his mother to his teachers to his “superjock” former pals, is shocked by his dramatic transformation. However, Scott Beckett is not impressed

If I Should Die Before I Wake Lurlene McDaniel 2017-01-01 Audisee® eBooks with Audio combine professional narration and sentence highlighting to engage

by Bryan’s newfound virtue. And convincing Scott he’s genuinely changed and improved, hopefully gaining Scott’s trust and maybe even his love, becomes

reluctant readers! Deanne doesn't want to spend her summer on silly debutante activities, like hanging out at the country club and flirting with the rich boys.

Bryan’s obsession. With a foreword by C. Kennedy

She’d rather spend time with the kids in the cancer wing at the local hospital. Will Deanne's compassion lead her to love—and heartbreak?

Carmilla Joseph Sheridan Le Fanu 2020-04-25 In Styria, we, though by no means magnificent people, inhabit a castle, or schloss. A small income, in that part

Self (Seven Heavenly Virtues Anthology) SUMMARY: A short story collection which links personal spiritual growth to each of the seven virtues. * * * SYNOPSIS:

of the world, goes a great way. Eight or nine hundred a year does wonders. Scantily enough ours would have answered among wealthy people at home. My

There are seven virtues to directly counteract the seven deadly sins: Chastity | Temperance | Charity | Diligence | Patience | Kindness | Humility SELF is a

father is English, and I bear an English name, although I never saw England. But here, in this lonely and primitive place, where everything is so marvelously

reflection of the journey of self-discovery and The Seven Virtues, where the only noble battle is the fight for inner personal freedom, spiritual health, goodness

cheap, I really don't see how ever so much more money would at all materially add to our comforts, or even luxuries.My father was in the Austrian service, and

and growth. Be awakened. Be empowered. Be inspired. GENRE: Edgy Christian/Inspirational Fiction LENGTH: 52,000 words

retired upon a pension and his patrimony, and purchased this feudal residence, and the small estate on which it stands, a bargain.

Zombie Mania: A Zombie Apocalypse Parody iTunes | Google Play SUMMARY: A family of zombies struggle to stay alive when they roam the earth on a freak

Cardcaptor Sakura: Clear Card 10 CLAMP 2021-10-05 Curiouser and Curiouser When a mysterious boy in robes appears during cheerleading practice, Sakura

Friday the 13th. For fans of South Park, MAD Magazine, The Simpsons, and DListed.com. GENRE: Fiction (satire / dark humor / parodies) LENGTH: 5,700

goes on the offensive with her Clear Cards—but the boy disappears as soon as Syaoran tries to help! Then Syaoran asks Sakura about the strange dreams

Words | Short Story DEDICATION: For the sheeple.

she’s been having, but where does she even begin to explain...?

Naked Heat Anthology (incubus, succubus stories) Jess C. Scott 2012-04-07 SUMMARY: Naked Heat #1 (a collection of incubus and succubus stories): Where

The Last Blade Beau Schemery 2013-05-30 Ren's finally a hero. But he misses Trian, even with new friends to adventure with—even when the quest he's on

sex demons of the night come out to play... Where the way of life is all about seduction—its rules, its pleasures, its secrets... Where there are no true

could cost him his life.

substitutes for devilish delights. GENRE: Paranormal/Occult | 86,000 words NOTE #1: The author's brand of "paranormal fiction" tends to be more

Girl of the Moment Lizabeth Zindel 2007 Fifteen-year-old Lily has a lot to learn when she spends the summer working as the intern of a spoiled and powerful

complex/spiritual > commercial (lots of ground to cover!). The focus is on the story, not romantic/erotic fluff.

Hollywood starlet.

Cars Storybook Collection Disney Book Group 2011-05-17 Race to the last page! Everyone's favorite cars will be zipping around the big screen this summer.

Blaze (or Love in the Time of Supervillains) Laurie Boyle Crompton 2013-02-01 Blaze is tired of spending her life on the sidelines. All she wants is for Mark the

But the fun can be taken home and enjoyed over and over again with this brand-new storybook collection, timed to release with Disney/Pixar’s Cars 2! The

Soccer Stud to notice her. Not as Josh's weird sister who drives a turd-brown minivan. And not as that nerdy girl who draws comics. What she gets is her very

collection features retellings of both movies, plus brand-new stories about Lightning McQueen, Mater, Sally, Guido and Luigi, and the rest of this rip-roaring

own arch-nemesis. Name: Mark Deninger, aka Mark the Shark Occupation: Soccer star and all-around lady killer Relationship Status: Serial dater Group

gang. Young readers are in for hours of fun in the fast lane. With gilded pages and over 250 illustrations, this latest addition to the bestselling storybook

Affiliation: No loyalty Known Superpowers: Anti-girlfriend force field, breaking hearts Mark may have humiliated Blaze supervillian-style, but what he doesn't

collection series will make the perfect gift.

know is how geek girls always get revenge. #GeekGrlzRevenge

The Other Side of Life (Book #1, Cyberpunk Elven Trilogy) Jess C. Scott 2011-01-09 ONE-LINE SUMMARY: A thieving duo's world turns upside down when an

Classic Singapore Horror Stories Damien Sin 1992

Elven rogue uncovers the heinous dealings of a megacorporation (The Other Side of Life, Book 1).SYNOPSIS: Anya and Leticia are partners-in-crime who steal

Monster High: The Ghoul Next Door Lisi Harrison 2011-04-07 Tensions are running high as Melody teams up with Frankie in a race against time to try and stop

for a living. Their world turns upside down after a chance encounter with fellow rogue, Ithilnin--the enigmatic leader of an Elven band of thieves.A scuffle to

Bekka from spilling Jackson's big secret. But Frankie has bigger plans in mind - she and Brett decide to film a documentary to further the RADs cause . . . but

prove who's "the better thief" transforms into more than Anya and Ithilnin ever bargained for. They retrieve the missing piece of an ancient poem, before getting

Bekka isn't about to let some monster steal her man! Meanwhile, Cleo freaks when her friends bolt on her Teen Vogue photo shoot to be in Frankie's

caught in the secret dealings of a megacorporation. What they uncover threatens to alter the very essence of not just human life, but the other side as

documentary, and she starts giving Melody the evil eye - just what is that royal pain up to? Will Cleo stop at nothing to remain queen bee, even if it means

well.Elven intrigue, cyberpunk action, and a deadly dose of danger come together in The Other Side of Life [Book #1 in the (Cyberpunk) Elven Trilogy].GENRE:

teaming up with Bekka - a normie?!
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EL AMOR SE HACE CARLOS CUAUHTÉMOC SÁNCHEZ 2014-09-17 Publicado anteriormente como Free Sex? la pregunta de hoy. Más de 50 000 libros

Press, Mirror Dance, Madswirl, Clean Sheets, Yellow Mama, and Nefarious Ballerina. * * *

vendidos. Temas: Cómo encontrar pareja Caricias Íntimas Romances rápidos Ligues por internet ¿Qué somos? ¿Novios o free? Embarazos no planeados

Play Me, I'm Yours Madison Parker 2016-07-25 "Fairy Tate. Twinklefingers. Lucy Lu." Will the taunting ever end? Lucas Tate suffers ridicule because of his

Errores del noviazgo Bichos genitales Hablemos sobre NOVIAZGO Y SEXO. Analicemos los recovecos de un romance, un orgasmo, una fiesta swinger y todo

appearance and sensitive nature. When he's not teased, he's ignored, and now he doesn't know which is worse. His one comfort in life is his music; he feels

lo relacionado con el tema de pareja; usaremos información objetiva con un solo hilo conductor: la dignidad sexual. Será divertido, y extremadamente útil. Te

unloved by everyone. What he wants more than anything is to find a friend. Much to his dismay, both his mom and a schoolmate are determined to find him a

lo prometo. Podrás arrepentirte de muchas cosas en la vida, pero no de leer este libro. ¿Empezamos? Carlos Cuauhtémoc Sánchez

boyfriend, despite the fact Lucas hasn't come out to them. His mom chooses a football player who redefines the term ""heartthrob,"" while Trish pushes him

Piety (dragon poems, poetry) Jess C. Scott 2011-10-24 SUMMARY: A 1000-word dragon-themed mini poetry collection by author/artist/non-conformist, Jess C

toward the only openly gay boy at Providence High. But Lucas is harboring a crush on another boy, one who writes such romantic poetry to his girlfriend that

Scott. "Piety" is the prototype for Jess's London Underground Trilogy (forthcoming dragon-themed urban fantasy series; 2012). GENRE: Poetry | 1,000 words *

hearing it melts Lucas into a puddle of goo. All three prospects seem so far out of his league. Lucas is sure he doesn't stand a chance with any of them-until

**

sharing his gift for music brings him the courage to let people into his heart.

Instantaneous (In)sanity: A Collection of 500 (pseudo-)haiku SUMMARY: Featuring 500 haiku from the personal collection of author/artist/non-conformist, Jess

Danger Girl: Revolver #2 Andy Hartnell It's the sexiest and most dangerous event of the year, and the action continues right here! Danger Girl Sydney Savage

C Scott. Jess's style of (pseudo-)haiku more or less follows SciFaiku's three major principles of minimalism, immediacy and human insight. GENRE: Poetry

is reluctant to bring the team's newest recruit on their latest mission, but after Abbey is suddenly pulled away by a mysterious figure from her past, Sydney

(500+ haiku) * Contains a few erotic/sensual haiku from Jess's first erotic anthology, 4:Play. Includes a selection of stock photography from Dreamstime. * * *

realizes the mission has grown far too dangerous to accomplish on her own!

PREVIOUSLY PUBLISHED IN... Excerpts of Instantaneous (In)sanity were originally published in UnMasked Online, The Battered Suitcase/Vagabondage
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